5 Things to Know About Service Dogs

A Service Dog is Not A Pet. A Service Dog is a working dog that is individually trained to perform specific tasks for an individual with a disability.

A Service Dog Learns to Perform 50 to 60 Tasks and Commands. A Service Dog can flip a light switch, push elevator buttons, open doors, and retrieve items like a dropped cell phone or medication from the refrigerator. A Hearing Dog can alert its partner to sounds like a knock on the door, a smoke detector alarm, an alarm clock, a car horn, and their name being called.

A Service Dog is Trained to Behave Well in Public. It will walk on a leash without pulling or straining, does not bark unless asked to speak, and ignores distractions. It is quiet and unobtrusive unless performing specific task work.

People Partnered with a Service Dog Have All the Same Rights and Access as Any Other Person according to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). This includes entry into restaurants, shops, and places where dogs are typically not allowed to go.

Always Ask the Owner Before Approaching a Service Dog. Any form of distraction can be disruptive to their working relationship.

ABOUT NEADS: NEADS has raised, trained and matched nearly 1,800 World Class Service Dogs since 1976. Our Service Dogs are matched with children and adults, including veterans, who are deaf or have a physical disability, as well as children with autism and other developmental disabilities. NEADS Dogs are also partnered with professionals in the classroom, ministry, hospital, and courthouse settings.
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